ABSTRACT

This paper examines the relationship between wear and the generation of entropy within the mechanically affected zone, MAZ, of a sliding material. It is postulated that wear is related to irreversible entropy generation within the MAZ. This accumulation takes place due to the degradation in the ability of the rubbing material to maintain a non-congested flow of the generated entropy. This, in turn, is affected by the nature of the change in the thermal transport properties of the material with respect to the thermal and the mechanical loads acting on the interface. A model, that treats the MAZ as a heat engine in the Carnot sense is presented. The model assumes that the MAZ is a heat engine that transports heat from a high temperature reservoir, represented by the asperity contact layer, to a low temperature reservoir, represented by the sub-contact layer. Consequently an entropy generation source that represents the irreversibilities within the MAZ is defined and a study of the entropy generation is attempted. Wear data, published elsewhere, of two materials, Oxygen Free High conductivity Copper, and Commercially Pure Titanium are analyzed using the developed model. It is found that wear for both materials is correlated to entropy generation, and to the entropy flow within the MAZ. Interestingly, moreover, in view of the contrasting wear trends of the test materials, the relationship of the mass wear rate and the specific wear rate of each material with respect to entropy generation are totally opposite to each other. A common feature between the behavior of the two materials, was found in wear behavior with respect to a so called Ratio of Residual Entropy. This ratio determines whether the system is over or under supplied with entropy. It is found that when the capacity to transport entropy exceeds the entropy supply the mass wear rate increases, and when the entropy transport capacity of the system is exceeded and entropy generation takes place the mass wear rate decreases. This is attributed to the re-establishment of equilibrium within the system.

Nomenclature

\[ C \] Heat capacity of the rubbing solid \[ J K^{-1} g^{-1} \]
\[ B \] Thermal effusivity of the material \[ m^{2} s^{-1} \]
\[ D \] Thermal diffusivity \[ m^{2} s^{-1} \]
\[ K^* \] Apparent (effective) Thermal Conductivity \[ W m^{-1} K^{-1} \]
\[ Kb \] Bulk Modulus \[ GPa \]
\[ Km \] Mechanical Dilatation contribution to thermal conductivity \[ W m^{-1} K^{-1} \]
Kε  Coefficient of Thermal Expansion  m.m⁻¹
k  Thermal conductivity  Wm⁻¹oK⁻¹
m  mass  Kg
Qin  Portion of the friction induced thermal energy acting on the rubbing material  W
Qcon  Amount of heat conducted from the MAZ to the bulk of the rubbing material  W
Qst  Amount of thermal energy used in raising the internal energy of the solid  W
Qw  Quantity of heat carried out with wear particles  W
S  Total entropy of the system
T  Temperature
Ts  Surface temperature  K
To  Ambient temperature  K
To  rate of surface temperature rise  Ks⁻¹
tc  Time of contact  s
Uslid  Sliding speed  ms⁻¹
V  volume of MAZ  m³
Sa  Entropy resulting from heat flow
Si  Entropy generation due to the work done on the rubbing material by external influences
W_diss  Entropy generated due to the work of the dissipative forces

Greek Symbols

β  temperature coefficient of conductivity  K⁻¹
δ  temperature coefficient of diffusivity  K⁻¹
μ  coefficient of friction
ρ  Density  Kg. m³

Abbreviations

ACL  Asperity Contact Layer
SRCL  Surface Contact Layer
MAZ  Mechanically Affected Zone
MWR  Mass Wear Rate
NCS  Nominal Contact Surface
NCD  nominal contact datum
RRE  Ratio of Residual Entropy
ROES  Rate of Entropy Supply to through the nominal contact surface
SWR  Specific Wear Rate (mass wear rate normalized by thermal load)
SUCL  Sub-Contact layer
WPE  Wear particle Entropy (net entropy carried with mass transport)
1. Introduction

Investigation of wear phenomena based on thermodynamic first principles has received little attention in tribology literature. This is despite that within solid mechanics (which represent the core of wear models formulation) there is a considerable body of literature dealing with phenomenological formulations of material damage based on thermodynamic considerations. Early attempts to investigate friction and wear phenomena within an entropy formulation were undertaken by Klamechi [4-7], who attempted to apply the system-evolution principles developed by Pregogine [*] to tribo-pairs through exergy analysis. Klamechi studied sliding systems based on entropy production for near equilibrium conditions and on conservation of energy for far from equilibrium conditions. One difficulty that Klamechi encountered was to predict conditions necessary for departure from equilibrium for rubbing systems. This difficulty stemmed from his formulation which essentially dealt with entropy change, rather than the rate of entropy generation. Furthermore, in the work of Klamechi of entropy flow due to mass loss was not explicitly expressed so that a direct correlation between wear and entropy was not apparent. Nevertheless, Klamechi’s work has shown that the steady state thermodynamic response of a tribo-system is determined by the ability of the system to produce entropy. Moreover, it was also shown that when the energy supplied to the system is not compatible with it’s energy dissipation capacity, the system response will be unstable. That is, wear is influenced by the ability of the MAZ to maintain efficient, none congested, paths of thermal energy flow. When such a requirement is not satisfied, wear may very well experience a transition in rate and magnitude. There are many indications in tribology literature that this view is meaningful and perhaps promising in describing, qualitatively at least, transition trends of wear regimes.

Bian et al [9] recognized that the thermal induced change in a sliding system is an important factor that determines the tribological integrity of a rubbing material. Whence, these authors attempted to link scuffing to frictional heat input. Meng [10], suggested that for every sliding system there is a critical frictional-power input. If operation conditions were such that the frictional power input to the system is less than the critical limit, scuffing (or tribo-failure in general) may be avoided. If that input, however, exceeds the critical limit thermal tribo-failure most likely will take place. The ideas of Meng were modified by Jeng [11] who considered that scuffing is the consequence of the disorientation and desorption of the protective films formed during sliding due to the intensity of frictional heat input exceeding a critical limit.

The conjecture that equilibrium between frictional heat generation and the heat dissipation is closely related to wear transition was examined by Abdel-Aal [12-16]. It was found that the balance between the heat supplied by friction and the ability to remove heat from the contact zone away from the contact surface depends on the balance between the conduction ability and thermal diffusion within the MAZ. It was also found [17-18] that due to the nature of the thermo-mechanical coupling in the contacting layers, the ability of the MAZ to conduct heat is likely to be impaired. Such a situation leads to the instantaneous accumulation of thermal flux causing disequilibrium within the MAZ. The amount of the accumulation correlated to the specific mass loss (rate of mass loss normalized by the friction force) in sliding of several alloys.
Thermodynamic governance of degradation mechanisms in rubbing is due to the influence of energy release within the MAZ. Such influence, which disturbs the equilibrium of the contacting layers, is of atomic origin. It takes place because of the work imposed by the sliding tractions on the interface. Work (which is an alternative to thermal energy) disrupts the order of the surface layers. This disturbance will also agitate the contacting layers. Now, the natural state of operation for any system is that of Minimum Energy Expenditure (MEE), which implies that all the potentials within the system are economized. The introduction of the work of friction will raise the energy state of the tribo-system and thereby will violate any economy of effort optimized state that the system is operating within. As a response, the agitated layers will attempt to extinguish the source of disturbance. This is achieved through engaging a mechanism (or a combination of mechanisms) that will dissipate the excess energy. So, in principle one can envision that the tribo-system essentially passes through two states, a pre-disturbance and a post-disturbance. These represent an initial equilibrium state and a potential equilibrium state that is assumed (or attempted) after the introduction of the friction force, respectively. Passing from pre-disturbance to a post-disturbance can be achieved, in theory, through an infinite combination of paths. Irreversible thermo-dynamics provide the logic by which particular paths, or a combination of paths, are adopted through the so called Le-Chatellier-Pregogine principle [9]. This principle implies that the path of primary choice will be the path that ensures the dissipation of the largest amount of excessive energy in the shortest period of time. That is the route through which the highest rate of entropy will be generated within the system. It is to be noted that while entropy is a state variable (i.e., doesn’t depend on the path), entropy generation is a path dependant quantity. Wear also is a path dependent irreversible process of mass loss that involves dissipation of energy into breaking bonds. As such, entropy generation seems to be a natural candidate to study the mechanics of wear and wear particle detachment at least from energy dissipation prospective. It is constructive at this point to recall that entropy in a fundamental sense arises because of the transfer of heat (which is thermodynamically an unordered form of energy) between two reservoirs and that entropy generation represents the net balance between the entropy exchanges in and out of the system. Therefore, a correlation between wear and either entropy flow or entropy generation may be hypothesized to exist in analogy to the correlation between wear and thermal flux accumulation. Such hypotheses has some atomic basis according to Gao et al [6] who suggested that local energy dissipation mechanisms in rubbing are not merely mechanical rather, they are thermodynamic in nature. So, if such is the case at the atomic level one should expect that at the continuum level, such logic will be valid.

A correlation between wear (defined as rate of recession of the surface) and entropy flow in lubricated sliding systems was experimentally verified by Ling et al [20,21]. Ling found that the rate of surface recession was proportional to the entropy flow (taken as the sum of heat conducted away from the system at steady state). Furthermore, he used simple arguments to relate the entropy within the system to Archard’s wear coefficient. One of the points, not addressed in Ling’s work was the effect of total entropy generation on the wear of the system. Since entropy flow represents energy that is already out of the system, it doesn’t contribute to equilibrium within the surface layer. The entropy generated on the other hand, is what remains in the contact layers and therefore it affects thermodynamic equilibrium. The role of this
quantity wasn’t investigated in the experiments of Ling and coworkers. This paper examines the energetics of wear based on thermodynamic first principles. A relationship between the mass lost through wear and the strength of entropy generation within the MAZ is hypothesized. This hypothesis is verified through the study of wear data for two materials, oxygen-free high conductivity copper and pure titanium. The work doesn’t aim at balancing the energy spent in each process within the contact layer or to the treatment of chemical reactions at the surface. An inclusion of chemical effects was judged to be out of the scope of the current work. In the absence of exact theory along with precise data in the thermodynamic sense, this work draws on qualitative analysis to gain insight into the physical basis for the hypothesized connection between wear and entropy.

2.0 Irreversible Thermodynamics Background

Thermodynamics is based on two fundamental laws: the first law implies conservation of energy and the second law implies that for any process to take place the change in entropy has to be zero or positive, that is, entropy can only be created, never destroyed. Irreversible thermodynamics provide a general framework for the macroscopic description of irreversible processes. In irreversible thermodynamics, the so-called balance equation for the entropy of a volume element changes with time for two reasons. First, it changes because entropy flows into the volume element. Second, it changes because there is an entropy source due to irreversible phenomena inside the volume element. It is important to note that the entropy source is always a non-negative quantity, since entropy can only be created, never destroyed. For reversible processes the entropy source vanishes.

To relate the entropy source explicitly to the various irreversible processes that occur in a solid system, one needs the macroscopic conservation laws of mass, momentum and energy in local, i.e., differential form. The entropy source may then be calculated by using the thermodynamic Gibbs relations, which connects the rate of the change in energy and work. The entropy source has a very simple appearance: it is a sum of terms being a product of a flux characterizing an irreversible process, and a quantity called thermodynamic force, which is related to the non-uniformity of the system [26]. The entropy source strength can thus serve as a basis for the systematic description of the irreversible process occurring in a solid system.

2.1 Entropy Balance

For an irreversible process in which the thermodynamic state of a solid changes from some initial state to a current state, it is assumed that such a process can occur along an imaginary reversible isothermal path, which consists of a two-step sequence [27]. This is the so-called local equilibrium assumption, which postulates that the thermodynamic state of a material at a given point and instant is completely defined by the knowledge of the values of a certain number of variables at that instant. The method of local state implies that the laws that are valid for a macroscopic system remain valid for infinitesimally small parts of it. The process defined in this way will be thermodynamically admissible if, at any instant at evolution, the Clausius-Duhem
inequality is satisfied. This condition will be satisfied if the assumption of Fourier type heat conduction is assumed [28].

According to the principles of thermodynamics, two variables temperature, T, and entropy, S, are used to describe the state of a system. The entropy expresses a variation of energy associated with a variation in the temperature. The entropy of the universe, taken as system plus whatever surroundings are involved in producing the change within the system, can only increase.

The variation of the entropy $dS$ may be written as the sum of two and only two, terms:
\[ dS = dS_e + dS_i \]  
where $dS_e$ is the entropy derived from the transfer of heat from external sources across the boundary of the system, and $dS_i$ is the entropy produced inside the system.

The second law of thermodynamics states that $dS_i$ must be zero for any reversible transformation and positive for irreversible transformation of the system; that is:
\[ dS_i \geq 0 \] (2)

The entropy flow term, $dS_e$, on the other hand doesn’t have this restriction and it depends on the interaction of the system with its surroundings. In order to relate $dS_i$, to the various irreversible phenomena occurring inside the system, we rewrite equations (1) and (2) in local form as:
\[ \rho \frac{ds}{dt} = - \text{div} J_s + \gamma \] (3)
\[ \gamma \geq 0 \] (4)

where:
\[ S = \int^v \rho sdV \]
\[ \frac{ds_e}{dt} = - \int^\alpha (J_s + \rho sv)d\Omega \]
\[ \frac{ds_e}{dt} = - \int^v \nu dv \]

and $s$ is the specific entropy (entropy per unit mass), $J_s$, is the entropy flux and $\gamma$ is the entropy production per unit volume and unit time.

In equilibrium, the total differential of entropy is given by the Gibbs relation that combines the first and the second laws. For an open system this relation takes the form [29],
\[ Tds = dU + T \sum_k S_k d_n_k + d W_{dis} + \sum_r A_r d\xi_r \] (5)
in which the first two terms of the right hand side relate to the heat and increase in mass due to exchange with the surroundings, the third term to the dissipative effects, and the fourth term to the chemical reactions inside the phase. Differentiating equation (1) with respect to time we may write:
\[ \frac{dS}{dt} = d_s S + d_i S \]

(6)

where the “entropy flow” is given by:

\[ d_s S = \frac{1}{T} \frac{dU}{dt} + \sum_k S_k d_n_k \]

(6-a)

and the “entropy production term” is given by:

\[ d_i S = \frac{1}{T} \frac{dW_{diss}}{dt} + \sum_r A_r w_r \]

(6-b)

It should be noted that \( W_{diss} \) is the available work, namely the work stored in the system during a process. This quantity, unlike the irreversible work, is not a function of the process path. It depends only on the end states of the process for a given environmental temperature. The available work is the maximum amount of work that could be produced by a system between any two given states.

The internal energy rate of change may be expressed as:

\[ \rho \frac{du}{dt} = -\nabla J_q + \sigma : D + \rho r \]

(7)

where \( r \) represents the internal heat sources (if any) within the solid. Upon substitution of equation (7) in equation (5) and neglecting the chemical reactions term we obtain:

\[ \rho \frac{ds}{dt} = \nabla J_q - \frac{1}{T^2} J_q \nabla T + \frac{1}{T^2} \sigma : D - \frac{\rho}{T} \frac{d}{dt} W_{diss} + \frac{\rho r}{T} + \sum_k S_k \frac{d}{dt} n_k \]

(8)

From which follows that the expressions for the entropy production are given by:

\[ v^o = \frac{1}{T^2} J_q \nabla T + \frac{1}{T^2} \sigma : D - \frac{\rho}{T} \frac{d}{dt} W_{diss} + \frac{\rho r}{T} + \sum_k S_k \frac{d}{dt} n_k \]

(9)

Equation (9) represents the entropy production caused by the dissipations. The sum of the first two terms is called the “intrinsic dissipation” or mechanical dissipation which consists of plastic dissipation plus the dissipation associated with the evolution of other internal variables. The following two terms are the “thermal dissipation” due to the conduction of heat and internal heat source. The last term is the mass change due to interaction with the surroundings.

Since the interest here is solid bodies, then we need only consider the transfer of heat from point-to-point by conduction. Now, noting that heat conduction within the MAZ entrains a coupled state of thermal and mechanical influences, a modification of the Fourier-Heat equation is necessary. Such modification may be implemented through the Jeffery Heat equation (JHE). Through this equation we may recast the familiar Fourier form through the introduction of an apparent thermal conductivity “\( K^* \)”, given by:

\[ K^* = K_\sigma (1 + \beta T) - \frac{3 e_\sigma K_{h} K_{c}}{V^2 T} \]

(10)

so that the Fourier law of heat conduction may be stated as:

\[ J_q = -K^* \nabla T \]

whence the expression of the entropy production source will simplify to:
\[
\psi = -\frac{K^*}{T^2} \nabla T^2 + \frac{1}{T} \sigma : D - \frac{\rho}{T} \frac{dT}{dt} W_{\text{diss}} + \frac{\rho r}{T} + \sum_k S_k \frac{d}{dt} n_k
\]  

(11)

The introduction of the coupling terms within the heat equation, doesn’t affect the overall formulation of entropy and that of the second law since the flux propagation is essentially of the Fourier Type (i.e., parabolic as opposed to the hyperbolic Catteneou type). As such, equations (9-11) comply with the statement of the second law of thermodynamics (the Clausius-Duhem inequality).

Because the entropy change caused by the heat transfer between systems and surroundings has no influence on the degradation of the materials, only the entropy source strength, namely entropy created in the system, should be used as a basis for the systematic description of the irreversible process. Using the identity \( \sigma : \varepsilon \cdot \rho w'_{\text{diss}} = \sigma : \varepsilon \cdot \rho \) in equation (11) and assuming no internal heat sources within the system we may write:

\[
\sum_{\varepsilon} \nabla + \nabla = k_k \nabla T^2 + \sum_k S_k \frac{d}{dt} n_k
\]

(12)

**3.0 Application to sliding metals**

Equation (12) defines the strength of the entropy source as:

\[
\psi = \frac{\sigma : \varepsilon}{\rho T} + \frac{K^*}{\rho T^2} \nabla T^2 + \sum_k S_k \frac{d}{dt} n_k
\]

(13)

Equation (13) implies that the strength of the entropy source for an open system is the net balance of three contributions: the work of the tractions, the amount of heat conducted away from the system and the entropy carried in and out of the system due to mass exchange. The work of the tractions \( \sigma : \varepsilon \cdot \rho \) is equivalent to the work of the friction force. So that, in effect, the work of the plastic tractions is equivalent to the amount of heat supplied to the system through it’s boundary. This, of course, is not accurately within a strict mathematical sense, nevertheless, within the frame of this work, and given the nature of the approximations implied, the equivalency of the work of the tractions to a boundary supplied heat is fairly admissible. At this point it is essential to distinguish between two heat quantities, the amount of heat generated at the surface due to friction, \( Q_{\text{gen}} \), and the amount of heat that is actually conducted through the MAZ away from the surface of contact in the direction of the temperature gradient. The first quantity enters the MAZ through the contact spots, whereas the second quantity attempts to leave the system and dissipate into the bulk of the material. It is to be noted that the term, dissipation, is used here to indicate the transport of thermal energy, and the creation of the entropy associated with this flow. The third quantity to be identified is the heat carried out by the wear particles ejected out of the system, \( Q_w \). This quantity represents the amount of heat that leaves the system due to generation of wear particles at a given temperature. It is also related to the mass flow within the MAZ. As such, within the MAZ we encounter a heat supply entering the system through the asperity contacts which is a manifestation of the work done by the friction force and two quantities that are a
manifestation of heat flow leaving the system. Naturally, each of these quantities is associated with a certain entropy production or transport, and it is the balance between these quantities and their relation to wear particle generation that is subject of this work. Figure 1(a- through c) presents a schematic illustration of the interaction between the different heat quantities and the entropy associated with them in the MAZ. Figure 1-a, depicts the mechanical forces affecting two bodies in sliding contact, where a normal complying force is acting on the bodies and a tangential friction force, \( \mu F \), is acting on the interface. The work of the tangential force results in a quantity of heat that is to be shared by both of the rubbing bodies.

![Figure 1: Schematic of thermal interaction within the mechanical affected zone in a sliding material.](image)

A fraction of this thermal load, \( \lambda \), will be diverted into body 1 (figure 1-b), where it represents the thermal load (\( \lambda Q_{\text{gen}} \)) acting on the contact surface of body-1. Part of this thermal load will be conducted toward the bulk of the material, \( Q_{\text{cond}} \), another part will be consumed in raising the internal energy within the MAZ, \( Q_{\text{st}} \), and part will be transferred away by means of the wear particles (mass leaving the system). The system thus reduces to that shown in figure (1-c) where all the thermal quantities are schematically identified.

### 3.1 Strength of the entropy source

The strength of the entropy source for the system shown in figure 1 may be rewritten as:

\[
S_{\text{gen}} = \frac{\lambda Q_{\text{gen}}^o}{T} - \frac{Q_{\text{cond}}^o}{T} + \sum_{\text{in}} m_{\text{in}}^o s_i - \sum_{\text{out}} m_{\text{out}}^o s_e
\]  

(14)

The model thermodynamic system associated with equation (14) is shown in figure 2 (a through c).

It is assumed that both entropy generation and entropy flow take place due to the exchange of heat and mass between three reservoirs. The first represents the Asperity Contact layer (ACL) within which, the asperities assume the role of ports or inlets to the
system. This is where the heat generated due to friction enters the system (figure 2-b). Concurrently, the transport of that heat across the boundary to the surface contact layer (SRCL) is initiated. Thus heat enters the system at the temperature of the ACL, $T_{fl}$, whereas the initiation of the thermal transport process takes place at the flash temperature $T_{fl}$.

Mass exchange is assumed to take place due to wear particle generation. This is assumed to take place within the asperity contact layer. Consequently, wear particles are ejected from the system at the flash temperature. Due to wear particle generation, a new layer of the SRCL will enter the ACL. The freshly exposed layer will enter the ACL at the temperature dominating the SRCL.

![Figure 2: Thermodynamic model of the Mechanically affected Zone](image)

(a) Thermal transport, b- mass transport, c- entropy transport

The recession of the surface with respect to the nominal contact datum, NCD, will cause another layer of the material at the opposite end of the system (i.e., at the boundary between the SRCL and Sub-Contact layer, SUCL) to enter the system. Thus from this
side a fresh layer of material originally at the temperature of the SUCL will enter to the SRCL. As such, the amount of mass entering the system from the SUCL will be equal to the amount of mass ejected out of the ACL. This is equal to the mass of the wear particles. Although the mass entering the system is equal to which is leaving the system, the entropy carried by each quantity is different. This is because the temperatures of the layers supplying the mass within the system are different. This follows from the pattern of heat flow within the system. In order to accommodate heat conduction it is imperative to have,

$$T_{ACL} = T_{fl} > T_{SRCL} > T_{SUCL}$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

Note that inequality (15), in consistence with the zeroth law of thermodynamics, is what drives the flow of heat within the system and also is what causes the specific entropies of the mass coming into the system to be different than that associated with the mass leaving the system.

Assuming homogenous composition of the mass entering and leaving the system, and assuming a uniform temperature within the different layers of the system, we can write the specific entropies in and out of the system as:

$$S_{in}^o = C \ln \left( \frac{T_{SRCL}}{T_{SUCL}} \right)$$ \hspace{1cm} (16-a)

$$S_{out}^o = C \ln \left( \frac{T_{ACL}}{T_{SRCL}} \right) = C \ln \left( \frac{T_{fl}}{T_{SRCL}} \right)$$ \hspace{1cm} (16-b)

Where the values of the specific heat, C, are average quantities for the particular limits of the temperature rise in each of the involved layers. That is if TL1 and TL2 represent the temperature limits of the boundaries of a layer then,

$$C \int_{TL_1}^{TL_2} C(T) dT$$

Equations (14-16) completely characterize the components of contributing to the entropy generation source within the MAZ.

The model represented here is by no means complete. Indeed the mathematical description and the assumptions implied may be enhanced. For example, the model can be applied to a macroscopic entity representing the real area of contact and immediate vicinity. It also can extend to include the effect of oxidation by considering the chemistry of the oxidation process. This will allow for the entropy created by the chemical species. One of the immediate improvements to the quantitative aspects of the model is to consider the composition of the wear debris and characterize their thermal properties especially the heat capacity. It is to be noted however, that the suggested improvements would only enhance the quantitative aspects and not the qualitative conclusions of the model.

4.0 Results and Discussion

Model equations (13-16) were applied to published wear data [22-25] for two materials, Oxygen Free High Conductivity Copper (OFHCC) and Commercially Pure
Titanium (CPT). Table -1 presents a summary of the conditions under which the wear data were obtained.

**Table-1 Summary of the Experimental Conditions for OFHCC and CPT [22-25]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>OFHC-Copper</th>
<th>Commercially Pure Titanium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test Configuration</td>
<td>Pin-on-Disk</td>
<td>Pin-on-Disk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter Face</td>
<td>High Purity Alumina</td>
<td>High Purity Alumina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal Load (N)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sliding Speed (m/s)</td>
<td>0.1, 0.4, 0.7, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0</td>
<td>0.1, 0.4, 1.5, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pin Size</td>
<td>5 mm x 5 mm</td>
<td>6.0 mm Diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. O. F</td>
<td>0.45 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.35 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Whereas, table -2 represents the thermo-physical properties for the test materials

**Table-2 Summary of the Thermo-physical properties of the materials**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>OFHC- Copper</th>
<th>Pure Titanium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nominal Conductivity W/moK</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>22.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Heat Capacity (Kj. Kg-1oK-1)</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coef. of thermal Expansion 1/oC</td>
<td>1.65E-05</td>
<td>8.9 E-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Diffusivity m2/s</td>
<td>1.16 E-04</td>
<td>9.42E-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature Coef. of conductivity β 1/oC</td>
<td>-1.58E-04</td>
<td>-4.13E-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature Coef. of diffusivity δ 1/oC</td>
<td>-0.0003064</td>
<td>-0.0004697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density kg/m3</td>
<td>8954</td>
<td>4500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wear data were originally reported as a rate of recession of the surface (m/m) per unit sliding distance [20-22]. These were converted to a Mass Wear Rate MWR (Kgs-1). This, in turn, was also converted to a Specific Wear Rate (SWR) through normalization by the power input to the particular material (λQgen), i.e.,

\[ SWR = \frac{m^{o\text{wear}}}{\lambda Q_{\text{gen}}} \text{ Kg. N}^{-1}\text{m}^{-1} \]

Throughout this section, the behavior of each of MWR and the SWR with respect to each component that contributes to the entropy source (equation 13) is presented. Data pertaining to OFHCC will be denoted by closed circles and those for CPT will be denoted by open circles. Figure 3 (a-d) is a plot of the change in the MWR and the SWR with sliding speed. Figures 3-a and b, pertain to OFHCC, whereas, figures 3-c and d pertain to CPT. It is noted, in figure 3-a, that the MWR generally increases with the increase in the sliding speed. A local minima is noted at a speed of about 1.5 m/s.
The variation in the SWR can be divided into two parts. The first represents very slow speeds up to a speed of 1.5 m/s. In this portion of the curve SWR decreases sharply with speed, until it reaches a minimum value at 1.5 m/s. Past this marker the SWR increases with the increase in the sliding speed in a rather uniform manner. However, that increase is not as steep as that exhibited in the low speed portion. CPT, on the other hand, displays a rather contrasting behavior. Observe that the MWR, figure 3-c, increases sharply with speed until a speed of 1.5 m/s, then past this speed marker, wear almost reaches a plateau. The SWR, in contrast to the behavior of copper, see figure 3-d, increases sharply in the slow speed region until it peaks. Post that peak the SWR decreases mono-tonically with the increase in sliding speed.

Figure 3: Variation in the Mass Wear Rate and the Specific Wear rate for OFHCC and CPT with sliding speed
The behavior of wear with respect to the rate of entropy supply to the surface ($\lambda Q_{\text{gen}}/T_{\text{fl}}$) is plotted in figure 4 (a-d). Again, the behavior of both the MWR and the SWR are plotted for each of the test materials. Figure 4-a, is a plot of the MWR for copper against the Rate of Entropy Supply ROES, through the surface for each of the sliding speeds. It is noted that the MWR, in general, increases with the increase in the ROES. Such increase is sharp in the most part. However, it reaches a plateaux at higher speeds. The SWR, displays a contrasting behavior, as it decreases with the increase in entropy supply. This decrease, however, is expected since the amount of thermal energy entering the system at higher speeds is likely to be higher than that entering at lower speeds. Titanium, figure 4-c, in general displays a similar trend to that of copper. The MWR increases with entropy supply. This is about the only feature that is common between the behavior of the two materials, beyond that the two materials behave in contrast to each other. For example, it is noted that the MWR curve for titanium is concave whereas that of copper is convex. The SWR of titanium displays an interesting behavior (figure 4-d). In the low speed part an increase in the SWR is noticed with the decrease in the entropy supply up to a critical point (corresponding to 1.5 m/s), the SWR decreases sharply with the decrease in the entropy supply. Again it is noted that the curves for Copper and Titanium display opposite curvature.
Figure 4  Variation in the Mass wear rate and the Specific wear rate for OFHCC and CPT with the rate of entropy supply through the nominal contact surface

The behavior of the SWR and MWR with respect to the rate of entropy flow (a quantity that is directly proportional to the rate of heat removal from the MAZ) are presented in figure 5 (a-d). The negative sign associated with the ROEF indicates that the direction entropy flow is out of the system. It is noted that the MWR for both Copper and Titanium, figure 5 a and c), increase with the increase in entropy flow. This result is in line with the experimental measurement of Ling and co-workers [24,25] for lubricated systems. They also reported increased wear, represented as rate of recession of the surface, with the increase in entropy flow. The SWR however, displays a general tendency to decrease as the entropy flow increases for copper (figure 5-b). When the critical speed of 1.5 m/s is reached the SWR exhibits an increase with a corresponding increase in entropy flow. A contrasting behavior is noted for Titanium (figure 5-d). The SWR increases with speed then reaches a critical point past which, it decreases when the flow of entropy increases. Again opposite curvature trends of the curves are exhibited.

Figure 6 compares the entropy flow due to mass flow out of the system, in the form of wear particles, to the rate of entropy generation, strength of the entropy source calculated from equation 13. Figure (6-a), depicts the variation of the Wear Particle Entropy, WPE, with the strength of the entropy source, for copper. It is noted that, in general, the WPE increases with the decrease in the strength of the entropy source. Titanium, on the other hand figure 6-b, displays a linear directly proportional relationship with the strength of the entropy source.
Figure 6: Variation of the entropy carried through mass transport with the strength of the entropy source, a- OFHCC b- CPT

Of interest is to define a ratio of Residual Entropy that defines the ratio of over or under supply of entropy to the MAZ. This can be defined using the first two terms in equation (13). That is by utilizing the net balance between the entropy supply, due to friction work, through the surface and the actual transport of entropy from the ACL to the SCL. So in effect this term is a measure of the effects of the entropy supply due to the external disturbance, the friction force, and the capacity of the MAZ to transport the effects of that disturbance away from the surface. Thus we may write:
\[ RRE = \frac{\lambda Q_{\text{gen}} - Q_{\text{cond}}}{\lambda Q_{\text{gen}}} \]

The RRE also may be considered as a measure of irreversibility effects within the surface. This is because the ability of the material to transport heat, and therefore entropy, away from the nominal surface of contact is affected by the effects of the temperature and the state of mechanical strain on the transport properties [23]. The degradation in the transport properties, moreover, is one of the manifestations of irreversibility effects within a tribosystem [21, 29].

**Figure 7:** Variation of Wear with the Ratio of Residual Entropy

a and b: variation in the SWR with the RRE

c and d: variation in the MWR with RRE
Figure 7 (a and b) is a plot of the Ratio of Residual Entropy against the SWR for OFHCC (figure 7-a) and CPT (figure 7-b). For both materials, a transition in the SWR takes place when the RRH changes from a negative sign (indicating under supply of frictional entropy) to a positive sign (indicating over supply of Frictional entropy). This transition is from a lower to a higher SWR for Copper and from a higher SWR to a lower one for Titanium. Both curves, again, display opposite curvature. An interesting behavior, is noted when the MWR for both material is plotted against the RRE as shown in figures (7 c and d). It is noted that the MWR, for both materials exhibits a transition from a higher wear rate to a lower one upon the change in the sign of the RRE. That is when the entropy supplied to the system doesn’t exceed the entropy transport capacity, ETC, of the system the MWR increases. As the amount of entropy supplied approaches the ETC of the system, wear is minimized. This trend continues when there is an excess of entropy within the system. When the entropy supply exceeds the ETC, there will be an entropy accumulation within the system. This will lead the system to evolve into equilibrium or a quasi-stable (steady state attrition) state. The mechanism of the accumulation and the beneficial bounds of that accumulation may be investigated in detail upon the consideration that the MAZ is a heat engine in the thermodynamic sense of Carnot. Thus the MAZ may be considered a heat engine that transports heat from a high temperature reservoir, represented by the asperity contact layer, to a low temperature reservoir, represented by the sub-contact layer. One can then proceed to calculate the thermodynamic efficiency of such engine and have more insight into the process. However, details of such a process are considered beyond the scope of this work. At any rate, however, the interesting finding remains to be the decrease of mass wear relative to the ETC, and relative to whether or not the ETC of the material is approached or exceeded.
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